
A School Story

 

Secondary School stories tend to be either the darkest black or
the shinyest white but I remember school, like life, as being a
beneficial mixture of both   Although my school was an old
charity  foundation;  the  boys  school  founder  (John  Addey)
having  taught  Peter  the  Great  shipbuilding  and  the  girls
founder  being  Dean  Stanhope,  whose  sermons  were  still
being  read  two  centuries  later,  it  had  been  overcome  by
London's  expansion.   By the time I  went  there  it  still  had
remnants of  its  grand buildings but  was now in one of the
roughest  parts  of  London  where  the  Dock  Gangs  and  the
emerging  Richardson  and  Kray  Brothers  were  the  law.   
Living in the area, we trod a delicate path of being matey with
the Gang acolytes, but attending what was regarded still as a
'toff'  school.  The  school  although  absorbed  into  the  state
system, still had its endowments from its founders and still
retained a Board of Governors who had mostly been educated
there.    

Most importantly it could provide small perks for its teachers
and time for them to pursue their academic disciplines.  This
attracted  teachers  who were  a  little  different,  many having
attended the school themselves and their misdeeds as pupils
had been handed down as part of the folklore.   We even had
one  enterprising  senior  girl  who  married  the  head  of  the
history department the day after the School Year finished and
reappeared at the start of the next year as a Gymn Mistress!  I
was  lucky  in  that  my  first  'room'  teacher  was  a  delightful

domestic science teacher who got to know her thirty charges
individually and took the trouble to identify what subjects we
might have an interest in and made sure the subject teachers
knew of that. 

 

My original headmaster was a War  hero and the headmistress
was  a  redoubtable  author  who  still  lived  in,  and  was  a
descendent of Bloomsbury.    Headmaster instilled a sense of
duty and persistence  and headmistress instilled the value of
culture and honesty.  Their staff  tended to go their own way
as long as results were obtained in their own disciplines, no
particular educational method or technique being imposed.  
My first exposure to proper English teaching was to sit and
listen to a glamourous blonde teacher, perched on her desk 
reading and dwelling on particular phrases from the definitive
Arthurian Fable 'The Sword in the Stone' for a term. Despite it
being a 'Grammar' School all subjects were encouraged and
one  could  happily  be  in  both  the  Latin  and  Woodwork
streams, a strange hybridization that I will come back to.     

In  modern  terms  the  School  could  be  described  as  'edgy'
because both  'Heads' and a significant proportion of the staff
were  creators  and  notoriously  temperemental.    When  in  a
red-eyed  rage  about  some  trivial  misdemenour  such  as
pouring glue in the locks of the staff toilets the Headmaster
would fix the presumed culprits  with a  terrifying stare  and
form the spittle-flecked phrase " You'll end up as titchers and



doktors  if  you  don't  stop  playing  the  fool".  This  was  his
ultimate insult.   The Headmistress was more subtle but cruel
in  her  punishments:-  when caught  showing a  girl  the finer
points of loading film into development tanks in the school
darkroom, she announced that as I seemed to like GIRLS she
would  pick  a  special  partner  for  me  in  the  School  Duet
Competition.  I was a very lanky, tone deaf sixth former and
so she chose the smallest first form girl for my partner and
made  us  sing  a  lengthy  love  duet  in  front  of  school  and
parents.   On the other hand when I smashed up a motorcycle
and myself a few weeks before the final national exams she
moved heaven and earth to make sure that I could take my
exams  in  a  hospital  bed  or  wheelchair;  even  arranging
practical  exams  in  chemistry,  biology  and  physics,  which
always included a magnetometer experiment.    

Despite  his  irrasciblity  the  Headmaster  was  universally
admired for his quick-thinking, honesty and problem solving
abilities.   Before a final year assembly in the School Hall an
unidentified group released hydrogen filled condoms to float
amongst the beams above the stage which the Governors and
local  Mayors  were  about  to  occupy.   Quick  as  a  flash  he
disappeared into his office, reappeared with a confiscated air
rifle, shot the condoms down and then led the visitors onto the
platform.   Next term the younger mistresses had to be wary
of male students who would sidle up and say:- "I think this
fell out of your handbag" and pass them a deflated condom.   

The  headmaster  was  eventually  replaced  by  a  colourless
(unusual for a Welshman) Oxbridge man, but such were the
traditions  of  the  school  and  strengths  of  the  heads  of

departments that he was regarded as totally irrelevant, except
for ceremonial occasions when his multicoloured hood was
much  admired,  and  spent  most  of  his  time  thinking  up
punishment schemes that were never put into practice.

  

As  well  as  a  stimulating  educational  environment,  students
were exposed to an incentive by the offer, that if you behaved
reasonably  well,  you could  spend the  three  summer  weeks
after senior exams  at the School Camp.   This was a an idyllic
patch of 40 acres of Chestnut woods in Sussex not far from
the  coast.    It  was  worked  by  a  resident  woodsman  who
produced  chestnut  palings  from  the  coppiced  trees  and
actually  made  the  school  a  profit.  The  address  was  'Two
Hovens, Four Oaks, Beckley, Near Rye; and it overlapped the
filming  site  for  the  rural  shots  of  'The  Darling  Buds  of
May'.    We had to get the 100 miles from School to Camp
under  our  own  steam  and  most  of  us  cycled  on  bikes
borrowed from the Kray's ‘youth club’.    The camping gear
seemed to be of the same vintage as the original Headmaster's
War Service and one of the Eighth Army tents had bullet holes
in it.   The only building on the camp site was a tin shed in
which we ate, although the cooking was done in the open.  
There  were  no  other  facilities  and  so  we  dug  latrines  and
twice a day carted water half a mile in wheeled dustbins from
a trapdoor-covered spring by a rural lane which also served
three  thatched cottages. 

 



The stroke of brilliance about our sixth form camps was that
as  long as  you complied  with  'Lights  and Noise  Out'  and 
performed  your  share  of  the  communal  cooking,  cleaning,
latrine maintenance and general tidying up you were free to
do whatever  you wanted within  reason.     Nobody stopped
your mixed bathing party cycling off to Camber  Sands for a
day of  swimming, lounging and hooking off Bikini Tops with
driftwood.     Cycling into Rye and sitting in THE Coffee bar
and listening to Pat Boone* singing 'Nature Boy' on the Juke
Box was allowed and a long established tradition meant that
teachers used one of the two pubs in the village and students
discretely used the back entrance of the other.  (* Yes -  he
came to a bad end as a traveling evangelist.) 

 

However when the pleasures of doing nothing palled, or you
ran out  of  cash,  you could  cycle  off  and find work in  the
farms of the neighbourhood.    Cockney teenagers of that era
were not shy about knocking on peoples door and asking for
work.     Being high summer there  were  lots  of  harvesting
jobs although it  was too early in  the season for  hand hop-
picking, which just persisted into my youth.   I had cousins
who still went 'Hopping' in September and lived the same sort
of  life  described  by  George  Orwell  in  the  'thirties.    At
breakfast we would share our knowledge of available work 
and groups would  form to  go to  either  attractive  or  well-
paying tasks.   Strawberry picking was idyllic for a day or two
but once you had eaten your glut,  washed down with a pint of
cream for lunch, it lost its attraction as the sun dried the sticky
strawberry juice all over you and the wasps began to court

you.   Broad bean pulling was the most lucrative as  you could
shuffle on your backside backwards between two rows, pull
out a plant with each hand and strip them into 28lb sacks and
sometimes fill 50 sacks a day at  fourpence a sack.   Fourteen
shillings a day was good money for a teenager when some
labourers were still  paid only a Pound.   My most  exacting
and exciting work was helping knock down a ruined three
story  barn  using  only  a  pickaxe,  maul  and  stone  mason's
chisel.   The stones were numbered and piled ready for the
barn to be rebuilt  elsewhere on the farm and the following
year some of the School students helped rebuild it on its new
site.

 

I  leave until  last  the melding of  Latin and Woodwork that
occurred  at one camp.    Another of the customary rules of
the establishment  was the direction of night-time circulation
between  boys  and  girls  tents.  Everybody  circulated
clockwise,  thus  avoiding  the  embaressment  of  meeting  a
teacher face to face whilst on nocturnal rambles.   Such a face
to face meeting would mean a formal recognition  of the night
activities and of the scholar being sent home from camp. Only
the younger and single teachers came to supervise the camp
and so there was as much circulation between teacher tents  as
student  tents.    As  long  as  the  cardinal  rule  of  circulating
clockwise was followed and only unidentifiable backs were
encountered  no  recognition  was  made  of  these  activities.  
One night however a group of satiated boys encountered the
Woodwork Master coming towards them in an anti-clockwise
direction.    Even worse it was plain that he could have only



come from the Latin Mistresses tent.   The interpretation of
this  gross  violation  of  the  rules  was  that  the  Woodwork
Master, who was rumoured to be novice at such activities, had
been so overcome by his passion that he had wandered out in
a  daze  and  neglected  to  follow  the  unwritten  clockwise
circulation rule.    His discomfiture was such that  whilst  he
was recognised he took no note of the identity of the boys
whom  he  encountered.     However  after  the  long  summer
break we came back to find that Woodwork and Latin were
married.   Many were the jokes in Dog Latin that Woodwork
and Latin had to bear (hic aest dovetail)  but not too long after
that  Latin  went  on  Maternity  leave.    To  begin  with  we
regretted that we had not taken Woodwork aside earlier in the
camp and introduced him to  the  village  Barber  who ran  a
lucrative trade during our camps in what were then known as
'French Letters'.   However the match settled into an unlikely
but successful marriage and both parties  earned respect for
their camp efforts and fortitude at the jokes.

 

Whilst at school I never realized that it was in many ways an
ideal  educational  environment.     Incentives  predominated
over punishments and  its staff, if you showed any interest at
all,  would  reveal  their  love  for  and  the  magic  of  their
subjects.    The School was a microcosm of society in South
London and virtually everybody was very poor so there were
few class distinctions, those being how closely related to the
Gangs you were.   Excellence was expected to be achieved by
everybody in  some area  and for  those  not  of  an  academic
nature there were always School Productions (Our 'My Fair
Lady'  ran  for  five  nights  and  filled  the  900  hundred  seat
Greenwich Town Hall each night) and not very competitive
sports.   On balance my Secondary School memories are more
white than black, but more importantly I left School having
been educated (not taught) and socialised in a way that I will
always be grateful for and would not have happened in some
of the more prestigious and single sex Grammar Schools of
South London.

 


